Pencil caps
You'll need:
- tape
- a pencil (or any other pen you'd like to decorate)
- for the letters: about one strand of either rubber ducky yellow, oj orange, chili pepper red, practically pistacchio, greener grass, rainforest green (PLA)
- for the apple: about 2-3 strands of chilli pepper red (PLA), tiny bits of greener grass and brownie brown (PLA)
Steps

Print the stencil; use your Doodle pad or cover the stencil with transparent tape. Wrap some tape around the end of your pencil and fix it onto your doodle pad. Doodle the outlines.

Fill the apple; be careful to create a round, smooth form while adding one layer after the other.

It's easiest to start with one half of the apple and then complete the other half!

Add stem and leave before pulling the doodle off and turn it around to repeat the previous steps!

Now you can pull your apple off!
Doodle a layer of plastic round your pencil. Make sure you cover it with tape first!

Draw the letter; add 3-4 layers to create a nice 3D-effect!

Close the gap at the top of the pen and press the letter firmly into the hot plastic. Add a few drops of plastic to fix it, if needed. Now you can remove it - heat the tape with your hair dryer, if the letter won't slip off easily - as the glue softens, the tape will slide off with the cap, when you pull the letter.

Congratulations! Your pencil caps are finished! Have fun and doodle one for each and every pencil!